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Chapter 3881 Restricted Area 

“What are bounty hunters?” Levi asked in confusion. Before Cheriette said it, Levi had already sensed 

their presence earlier on. 

“Bounty hunters are a unique group of people in Kenfort. In other words, these people don’t belong to 

any sect, so they ended up coming together and doing whatever tasks that are available. They would do 

something as big as murder to something as trivial as cleaning up after others. They do these tasks in 

exchange for resources to cultivate,” Larissa explained. 

“Bounty hunters specialize in taking on tricky and special missions and often wander around the edges 

of various forbidden areas and secret realms. All in all, they can’t compete for resources with the big 

sects, so they can only risk their lives for cultivation resources by accepting such extreme tasks. Of 

course, bounty hunters sometimes organize their activities spontaneously, and they will not hesitate to 

risk their lives by entering restricted areas,” Cheriette chimed in. 

Levi nodded in response. Evidently, both the mundane world and Kenfort are societies where the strong 

prey on the weak. To be precise, Kenfort is worse. After all, fists do the talking here. If there’s any 

disagreement, there will be violent fights and even massacres. As a matter of fact, the mundane world 

also has organizations working as bounty hunters. 

“The edge of a forbidden area like this one is the most popular place for bounty hunters. I think there 

are forty or fifty groups of bounty hunters wandering around the restricted areas every year. These 

bounty hunters are ruthless, and they live their lives fighting and killing without any fear. They’re always 

fighting amongst themselves. We might’ve even been targeted by a team of bounty hunters already,” 

Larissa said solemnly. 

area alone want us dead. However, they’re all harboring different thoughts. They’re all waiting for 

others to strike first so that they can reap the benefits. That’s why none of them has acted yet. At the 

end of the day, they’re nothing but a bunch of hooligans. If they want to die so badly, I can make their 

wishes come true,” Levi replied 

hunters showed up when Levi and the ladies continued moving 

team leader 

the other teams of bounty hunters quickly had 

dare to act rashly because they could tell Levi was full 

Dragon’s Grave Valley to look for Divine Bones,” Levi 

was taken aback. All the bounty hunters only dare to wander 

Valley before, but none of them had made it out alive. Since quite a lot of them were elites, the bounty 

hunters regarded Dragon’s Grave Valley as a forbidden area 

some interesting things about the Heavenly Thunder in there, so I 



the leader of the bounty hunters 

fellow stupid? Does he think 

Chapter 3882 Transportation Team 

After taking a few steps forward, Levi suddenly stopped walking. “That’s more like it! You still have time 

to turn back now!” 

“Haha! He was just pretending just now!” “I actually thought he was someone incredible!” Levi slowly 

turned around and said to the bounty hunters, “By the way, please stay here and wait for me to come 

out.” 

“What do you mean?” one of the leaders of the bounty hunters asked in a deep voice. 

With a smile, Levi explained, “When I come out from Dragon’s Grave Valley later, I’ll surely have a lot of 

magical herbs with me. It’ll be hard for me to carry everything on my own. Since there are so many of 

you here, please act as my transportation team. Don’t worry. I’ll reward all of you after that.” 

Levi then left without turning back, disappearing from everyone’s sight a few seconds later. It took the 

bounty hunters a long while to come back to their senses. 

“What the f*ck? That guy is so pretentious! If one didn’t know better, one would easily mistake him for 

one of Kenfort’s mighty beings!” 

“How dare he ask us to act as his transportation team? How shameless is he?” 

out with a lot of resources, we’ll 

enough to escape death, the Heavenly Thunder will surely injure 

starting to look 

them loud 

out that Levi was going into Dragon’s Grave Valley, and they were all shocked 

the guide openly, but he had also sent out a lot of spies discreetly to 

information back to Prime Association’s branch in 

there. Who would’ve known that he would end up bringing two ladies with him to Dragon’s Grave 

Valley? He’s even planning on using Super Heavenly Thunder for 

Sylvan couldn’t help 

Webber, should we help him?” one of the council members of Prime Association 

there, they’ll all end up dying. How about this? Send around ten 

the council members of Prime Association answered 

to himself, “Levi, I would really like to see you 

entering and exiting Lightspring to trade with Prime Association spread like wildfire. 



Chapter 3883 Get Yourself Ready 

Elites from more than a hundred sects rushed toward Dragon’s Grave Valley, and Void Sect was one of 

those sects. 

This time around, Void Sect was going all out. Primo was leading the troops, while Gloria and the other 

elders were there to assist him. 

Void Sect’s council members were determined to leave a good impression on Eclipse through the 

mission of killing the robber. 

In truth, Void Sect was considered a mid-level sect, but with the God Crusher, it had slowly become a 

large sect. 

“Darling, how do you think this battle will end?” Gloria asked excitedly. 

Ever since she arrived in Kenfort, that was the first time Gloria had seen a battle with so many fighters 

involved. 

involved in the mission, Gloria was getting 

the robber’s cultivation is 

the sect leaders from Eclipse are joining the battle. 

They have around a hundred 

trying to outnumber the robber, the robber is going to get so 

guy has killed so many Paladins from Eclipse and Eclipse Academy. I bet they’re dying 

among themselves, and they 

been looking forward to seeing this mysterious fighter. I hope I can also reach the cultivation level he’s 

at in the 

a fighter of that cultivation 

in this battle. After this, we can both join Eclipse Academy. By then, we’ll have a bright 

replied. Success or failure depends on this. This is an 

Floyd had been devouring everywhere he went. Obviously, he would pick on the small 

using the extreme devouring technique, he ended 

Chapter 3884 The Same Feeling 

Right then, Eclipse’s vanguards had already arrived on the outskirts of Dragon’s Grave Valley. 

Coincidentally, the team of vanguards was on a mission in Lightspring. They needed the least time to 

travel to Dragon’s Grave Valley. 

They had thought they would bump into the robber there, and the robber could’ve prepared for battle. 



After all, they knew how dangerous Dragon’s Grave Valley was. They assumed that no matter how 

strong the robber was, he would never enter Dragon’s Grave Valley. Even the top fighters from Eclipse 

and Prime Association wouldn’t dare to set foot in Dragon’s Grave Valley. Perhaps only the ancient 

families and immortal forces would take the risk of entering. Others would surely not make their way 

out of there. 

However, the team of vanguards bumped into a few teams of bounty hunters. Upon some questioning, 

the vanguards found out that Levi, along with two ladies, had already entered Dragon’s Grave Valley’s 

core area. 

“Are you sure they’ve gone inside?” the leader of Eclipse’s vanguards asked. The leaders of the bounty 

hunters all said they had seen Levi and the others walking in. In fact, there were a lot of witnesses. 

“Haha! In that case, the robber is surely going to die! We don’t even have to do anything anymore.” 

“That’s right. The core area in Dragon’s Grave Valley is filled with Heavenly Thunder. Even top fighters 

will have no chance of coming out of there alive.” 

guy is too full of himself. How dare he only bring two people with him to go into Dragon’s Grave Valley? 

Is he just courting 

vanguards laughed out 

The only hope they could come out of there 

joke. A lot of elite fighters had already been reduced to ashes because of 

guard down. Lord Slabey wants the robber captured, dead or alive. Everyone, go and guard all the exits 

around Dragon’s Grave Valley. If they somehow manage to live, kill them on the spot when you 

the vanguards went to seal off all the exits and waited for Levi and the 

By then, the outskirts of Dragon’s 

from Eclipse had 

overwhelming, and that made everyone feel extremely 

Rumble! 

Thunderclaps were heard, and some of Eclipse’s apprentices with lower cultivation 

it’s already scary enough. I can’t imagine what it’s like 

is 

channel our techniques as fast. This is 

a lot of strength just to 

Thud! Thud! Thud! 

Chapter 3885 Source Of Energy 



Meanwhile, Levi and the ladies managed to arrive inside Dragon’s Grave Valley itself. The strength of 

Heavenly Thunder there was ten times more terrifying. 

Although Levi’s energy shield had already greatly reduced the impact of the Heavenly Thunder, Larissa 

and Cheriette could still feel the immense pressure. 

The pressure was practically enveloping them, and it had penetrated the energy shield. Thump! Thump! 

Thump! 

Every time the ladies took a step forward, their feet would sink deeply into the ground. It was incredibly 

hard for them to walk. They were burning their energy at a rate like never before. 

Cheriette was panting when she said, “Lord Garrison, I can’t take it anymore. I need to rest.” 

At that moment, Cheriette was sweating profusely, and her shirt was almost drenched in sweat. 

Judging by how heavily she was breathing, it seemed as though she had pushed her body to the limit. 

had gone pale, and 

wasn’t breathing as heavily. Evidently, she had better techniques than 

have the energy shield 

heard that. He had 

we’ve been misled all this while,” Levi suddenly 

you mean, Lord Garrison? Are we not at the real Dragon’s 

also threw Levi a 

dismissively and explained, “I’m talking about the 

still looked at lost as moments prior. Needless to say, they didn’t understand 

be dissipated for hundreds of years. Indeed, that’s unbearable. We’ve been fighting against the energy 

of 

Levi spoke, he pointed at 

smart, so they soon figured out 

vicinity of Dragon’s Grave Valley, Levi immediately unleashed his energy shield to protect 

the ladies felt. 

Chapter 3886 Can Levi Really Do It 

After pondering for a while, Levi said, “This should be due to the difference in our cultivation 

techniques.” “What do you mean?” Larissa could not help but ask. 

Levi explained, “It’s simple. Regardless of what techniques an average cultivator cultivates, they need to 

absorb a lot of spiritual energy from the earth and air to reach the cultivation level of Heavenly 

Harmony. They’ll instinctively adapt to and even rely on this area, so they’ll be more affected by the 



repressive energy under this land. However, I am a pure physical cultivator. I am a standalone body of 

energy and can exist as that in any space. Although I didn’t notice the energy under the land restraining 

us, I don’t seem to be affected by it.” 

The two women didn’t fully comprehend his words, but they knew it was impossible to understand 

Levi’s cultivation technique. 

Nevertheless, they didn’t know that Levi still had many words that he didn’t say. 

The earth ley line I’m stepping on is definitely extraordinary. This energy feels familiar. What kind of 

energy is it? When did I contact it before? 

Levi searched in his mind for related information endlessly, but even after a long time, he reached no 

definite conclusion. 

Boom! 

Clap! 

a few flashes of lightning also snaked across the sky like 

if the dark clouds would 

land to take on a blood-red color as if rivers 

was washed in 

energy, they felt as if 

done resting, let’s continue,” Levi said 

Clap! 

red lightning from the Thunderous 

the diameter of a bucket appeared on the 

into the air from the impact were struck by other lightning and dissipated into 

we continue walking 

look at the might of the scarlet-red 

were hesitant. Fear was evident on their beautiful 

They were truly terrified. 

region had been transformed to become unbelievably hard from all the powerful strikes 

match up and would instantly turn 

Chapter 3887 Dangerous Areas 

Seeing that the two were reluctant to move forward, Levi could guess what they were thinking of. “You 

may live a while longer if you stay here, but you will definitely not walk out of here alive. 



But if you follow me, perhaps there’s hope. Dragon’s Grave Valley must have lots of top-grade magical 

herbs. Risks and profits go together. You should know this,” he said with a smile. Cheriette and Larissa 

both sighed. Naturally, they knew that as well. 

Now, the only treasure known to exist in Dragon’s Grave Valley was Divine Bones. Still, such a dangerous 

place transformed by hundreds of years of bombardment by Heavenly Thunder could definitely create 

even more terrifying magical herbs. 

However, even elite fighters couldn’t walk out of here alive. The most elite fighters in other regions 

might be able to leave safely, but the regions they were in also had similar dangerous areas, so they had 

no need to leave the region they were in and go to the core area further away. 

No one knew the actual level of danger in the core area of Dragon’s Grave Valley, and usually, people 

were most fearful of the unknown. 

“Let’s go!” Cheriette gritted her teeth and followed Levi. Larissa smiled bitterly and followed Levi 

resignedly as well. 

This time, Levi immediately released his energy and cast a shield to separate themselves from the 

ground. 

force was holding them up, and their feet did not 

they were 

walk as if they were gliding like Levi, their speed 

forward another two to 

Clap! Clap! 

as buckets suddenly fell, but 

meters deep were created at the spot where the 

cold sweat dripped 

was close!” they said, relieved that they narrowly escaped death. But while they were still rejoicing, a 

purple 

swept away by a violent gale to a spot fifty 

Rumble! 

Heavenly Thunder, roughly two meters in diameter, struck the ground where the 

but they were quickly turned into dust 

Heavenly Thunder had struck, the two women saw a gigantic, circular, 

Creak, creak, creak! 

Chapter 3888 Fearful 



The instant he finished speaking, another purple lightning struck. “Lord Garrison, be careful!” Cheriette 

yelled anxiously. 

Larissa also gasped. If Levi got struck by lightning and died, she would probably die too. The two women 

gazed at him in shock as he let the purple Heavenly Thunder strike him. 

At that moment, there was a burst of purple light. The two dared not look on and closed their eyes 

instinctively. 

A while later, the force of the Heavenly Thunder disappeared, and they opened their eyes. However, the 

scene they were expecting did not appear. 

Levi stood at the same spot like a God of War and even let out a satisfied groan. “H-How is this 

possible?” 

“Not only did he let the Heavenly Thunder strike him, but he was also unharmed?” The two women 

stared at Levi, their eyes wide and jaws open, unable to believe what they had seen. 

Levi is crazy strong! 

That was all the two could think. 

out of it! Let’s 

hands at them and continued guiding the way 

is so 

be safe 

up with 

signs 

devastated. Evidently, it was the work 

two women’s hearts pound faster was the increasing number of 

skeletons were several meters long, so obviously, 

were only disembodied limbs. They must have 

Thunder with all their might, they still 

Bones. They are far from being top-grade Divine Bones!” 

Dragon’s Grave Valley in an ancient manual I found in Eclipse’s 

“What secret?” Levi pressed. 

Heavenly Thunder. A mysterious creature that can survive in the Sea of Heavenly Thunder also exists. I 

don’t know whether it’s a human or a spirit beast, but since it can survive in such 

off, but 



Chapter 3889 Want To Kill Him 

As the three continued moving, the rate of Heavenly Thunder falling also increased. Larissa and 

Cheriette had been panicking, but gradually, they started to only feel nervous. Now, they had gotten 

used to it and were already numb to it. 

But what they were most shocked about was how terrifying Levi’s abilities were as they realized he did 

not dodge any Heavenly Thunder when nearing the core area of Dragon’s Grave Valley. 

Instead, he let himself be hit by Heavenly Thunder and even released energy whirlpools, sweeping away 

a bout of lightning aimed at the two girls. It was as if he was enjoying the process of being struck by 

lightning. 

“At first, I thought it was impossible for that horrible creature you mentioned was recorded in the 

ancient manual to exist. Now, it seems highly likely to exist. Perhaps it’s a descendant of ancient spirit 

beasts mentioned in the Scriptures of Mountains and Seas,” Cheriette said. 

Larissa smiled a little. She had the same feeling, as even Levi could remain unharmed after being struck 

by Heavenly Thunder. 

The two ladies did not know that the reason Levi let the Heavenly Thunder purposely strike him was that 

he realized that using Heavenly Thunder was better than using a dragon ley line to metamorphose. 

going to the core area of 

so effective, the effect of using Heavenly Thunder in the core area 

a very suitable way for Levi to 

one after the other again, and he quickly used his basic technique to transform the energy from the 

Heavenly Thunder before cleansing his 

ladies saw blinding sparks of lightning burst forth from around Levi, and terrifying waves of energy 

far away and were using all their power to defend themselves against the lightning, they 

was only the after-effects of the purple 

managed to tolerate such a violent onslaught of energy from being repeatedly struck 

I had the guts to want to kill him previously,” Larissa 

kind of terrifying person have 

also dumbstruck. Astre Lune Sect elites will be turned into dust if they get struck by such frightening 

Heavenly Thunder. Eclipse’s powerful 

afford to be distracted and create a shield using his energy to protect me. An immense amount of 

energy must be spent to maintain an energy shield of this size. Additionally, he 

Chapter 3890 The Sea Of Heavenly Thunder 



Hearing that the rumbling of the Heavenly Thunder had gotten louder, Larissa and Cheriette shuddered 

with fear. 

Even though Levi had been protecting them earlier, they were too exhausted to deal with the aftermath 

of the Heavenly Thunder. 

Occasionally, they would feel numb from the crackles of electricity running through their bodies. 

Although it wasn’t a harmful side effect, it still left them with lingering dread. 

It was fair to assume the Heavenly Thunder in the core area would be more intense and powerful than 

the ones in the non-core area. 

It would be difficult to say whether Levi could even protect himself by then. 

Larissa and Cheriette figured they would be burned to a crisp in less than fifteen minutes if they didn’t 

have Levi’s energy shield protecting them and be subjected to the full strength of the Heavenly Thunder. 

Naturally, they could think from the positive side of things and imagine they could continue to have the 

protection of an energy shield. 

However, the powerful and frequent shock waves from the aftermath of the Heavenly Thunder would 

most probably deal them life-threatening damage. 

Regardless of how they viewed things, it all led to a dead end. 

Rumble! 

across the area, sending Larissa and Cheriette trembling with 

them. The outer layer of the energy shield had 

as if the shield would shatter into 

the area hovered closer 

Cheriette’s breathing quickened, and their bodies 

finally reached the edge of 

few miles. It would’ve been a beautiful view 

Yet the lake’s surface was surprisingly calm. The sparks dancing along the surface were proof of the 

lightning bolt striking 

in the air, causing anyone who inhaled it 

above the lake were so close to the water’s surface as though the clouds had 

the lake successively. The powerful energy wave spread into the surroundings and 

piercing sound as though two metal objects were clashing. Despite Levi’s 

“What terrifying power!” 

couldn’t help but 



sky in the form of Heavenly Thunder rivaled the 

of power as though 

at a location where it balanced the entire Dragon’s Grave 


